We report on new measurements of m-fold photodetachment (m = 2 − 5) of carbon anions via K-shell excitation and ionization. The experiments were carried out employing the photon-ion merged-beams technique at a synchrotron light source. While previous measurements were restricted to double detachment (m = 2) and to just the lowest-energy K-shell resonance at about 282 eV, our absolute experimental m-fold detachment cross sections at photon energies of up to 1000 eV exhibit a wealth of new thresholds and resonances. We tentatively identify these features with the aid of detailed atomic-structure calculations. In particular, we find unambiguous evidence for fivefold detachment via double K-hole production.
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Atomic anions are highly correlated systems where the extra electron is weakly bound to an overall neutral charge distribution. Consequently, the number of excited states of atomic anions is quite limited [1] and some atomic species such as nitrogen do not form anions at all. A thorough treatment of the correlation effects in negative atomic ions still poses a formidable challenge to atomic theory, and this becomes even greater for innershell vacancies, since the valence electrons are then subject to strong many-electron relaxation effects following the creation of core holes [2, 3] . On the experimental side, core holes can be readily created by exciting or ionizing an inner-shell electron by a photon. For light ions, the core-hole state will subsequently decay via Auger transitions such that electrons are emitted with the net effect of photoionization. For negative ions, the entire process is termed (multiple) photodetachment.
So far, photodetachment via the initial creation of a single K-hole has been experimentally studied only for a limited number of light anions up to F − [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For C − ions especially, previous measurements were carried out by Gibson et al. [7] and by Walter et al. [8] who studied double photodetachment in a very narrow photon energy range just covering the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 3 4 S → 1s 2s 2 2p 4 4 P resonance at about 282 eV. This scarcity of data is due to the fact that sufficiently high photon fluxes for more comprehensive studies were not available. Here, we present absolute cross sections, σ m , for m-fold photodetachment of C − ions by a single photon,
with m = 2, 3, 4, 5 and photon energies from below the K-edge up to ∼1000 eV. These cross sections provide a view of the photodetachment dynamics of a highly correlated atomic system in unprecedented detail. Apart from the resonance at ∼282 eV, we observed a number of additional photodetachment resonances with a variety of line shapes as well as a clear signature for multiple detachment by direct double K-hole production. To better understand these observations, detailed atomic-structure calculations were performed by using the Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC) [10] . To the best of our knowledge, there is only one other theoretical study of highly excited resonances in C − which, however, is focussed exclusively on high-spin states [11] . The experiments were carried out employing the photon-ion merged-beams technique (see [12] for a recent review) at the PIPE end-station [13] of beamline P04 [14] of the synchrotron radiation source PETRA III operated by DESY in Hamburg, Germany. Carbon anions, with practically all ions (> 99.9%) being in the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 3 4 S 3/2 ground-level [15] , were generated with a Cs-sputter ion source [16] containing solid graphite as a sputter target. After acceleration to an energy of 6 keV the ions were passed through a dipole magnet which was adjusted such that 12 C − ions were selected for further transport to the photon-ion merged-beams interaction region. There, the ion beam was propagating coaxially with the soft x-ray photon beam over a distance of about 1.7 m. C (m−1)+ ions (see Eq. 1) resulting from multiple photodetachment were separated from the primary ion beam by a second dipole magnet. Inside of this magnet the primary ion beam was collected in a large Faraday cup. The charge-selected product ions were passed through a spherical 180-degree out-of-plane deflector to suppress background from stray electrons, photons, and ions and then entered a single-particle detector with nearly 100% detection efficiency [17] .
Relative cross sections for m-fold photodetachment were obtained by normalizing the count rates of C (m−1)+ product ions on the primary C − ion current and on the photon flux that was measured with a calibrated photodiode. In this procedure, fluctuations of the ion beam on short time scales, which were due to unstable operating conditions of the ion source and which caused short-term variations of the geometrical overlap with the photon beam, could not fully be accounted for. This results in a nonstatistical scatter of the experimental data points. The cross sections were put on an absolute scale by separate measurements of the geometrical overlap of the ion and photon beams using procedures that have been described in detail elsewhere [13, 18] . The ion current in the interaction region was up to 45 nA and the photon flux ∼ 3 × 10 13 s −1 at a photon energy spread of about 0.5 eV. The systematic uncertainty of the measured cross sections is estimated to be ±15% at 90% confidence level [13] . The photon energy scale was calibrated by absorption measurements in a gas cell as described in detail in a recent publication on photoionization of C 4+ ions [19] . The present uncertainty of the photon energy scale amounts to ±0.2 eV. Figure 1 displays our measured cross sections for double, triple, and fourfold detachment in the energy range 279-332 eV, which comprises the threshold for the direct detachment of a single K-shell electron at about 281.6 eV [8] . The most prominent feature in all three spectra is the 1s 2s 2 2p 4 4 P resonance at 282.085 eV which has already been observed previously, but only in the double-detachment channel [7, 8] . Towards higher photon energies, a broad asymmetric resonance feature occurs at 287 eV and is visible in all channels. Our calculations suggest that it is associated with a 1s → 3p excitation to 1s 2s 2 2p 3 3p 4 P J levels. Neither this feature nor any of the resonances at higher energies have been observed in the previous double-detachment experiments since it occurs outside the narrow energy ranges investigated earlier [7, 8] .
The ratio of strengths of the 287 eV peak and the 1s 2s 2 2p 4 4 P resonance increases with increasing product-ion charge state. The narrower 1s 2s 2 2p 4 4 P resonance autoionizes predominantly to the lowest term ( 5 S) of the 1s 2s 2 2p 3 configuration [7] . The much larger Fig. 1 . The thick solid line results from a resonance fit to the experimental data. In this fit, the numbered resonance features were represented by Lorentzian and Fano line shapes convolved with a Gaussian that accounts for the experimental photon energy spread [20] . In addition, the rise of the cross section between 310 and 320 eV was taken into account by adding a smooth functional dependence (dashed line). Resonances 1-6 are shown individually as thin solid lines. Table II contains the resonance parameters that were obtained from this fit.
width of the 1s 2s 2 2p 3 3p 4 P resonance might be explained by the opening of additional Auger decay channels such as the 1s 2s 2 2p 3 3 D and 3 S terms and possibly (depending on the precise values of the energies) even the 1s 2s 2 2p 3 3 P and 1 D terms of the neutral carbon atom. At higher energies, the different cross sections exhibit distinctively different dependences on the photon energy. The double-detachment cross section remains nearly constant up to a weak local maximum at about 298 eV, above which an almost linear decrease sets in. In contrast, the triple and fourfold detachment cross sections steeply rise between 295 and 305 eV. Our computations suggest that this rise can be attributed to the onset of the simultaneous detachment of a 1s electron and the shake-up of a 2s electron and to direct double detachment of a 1s and a 2p electron followed by the ejection of up to three Auger electrons. The calculated threshold energies for these processes occur in the photon energy ranges 290-301 eV and 300-305 eV, respectively (Table I) . Direct 1s + 2p double detachment has already been observed in tripledetachment of F − ions [9] . No photodetachment resonances were observed for F − which has been attributed to its noble-gas configuration. For C − , the open 2p shell apparently supports a number of photodetachment resonances which are superimposed on the rising slope of σ 3 . These resonances do not significantly contribute to at ∼317.3 eV. Figure 2 provides a close view of the contributions of these resonances to the cross section σ 3 . The experimental curve in this figure was obtained by subtracting from σ 3 a smooth curve (dashed line in Fig. 1 ) that models the rise of σ 3 in the energy range 295-305 eV and its slight decrease at higher energies [21] . In addition to at least eleven resonance features (Table II) , Fig. 2 exhibits a contribution that sets in at about 310 eV which we tentatively assign to direct 1s + 2s double-detachment processes partly accompanied by shake-up (Table I) . Apparently, resonant detachment above this threshold interferes with the 1s + 2s direct double detachment leading to the observed strongly asymmetric Fano line shapes of resonances 8-11 above 316 eV. This implies that these resonances are embedded in the 1s 2s 2p 3 εl ε l continuum. According to our calculations, the strongest asymmetric resonance at 317.3 eV might be assigned to the 1s 2s( 3 S) 2p 3 ( 4 P ) 3s( 3 P ) 3p 4 P term. Figure 3 shows the experimental cross sections for double, triple, fourfold and fivefold detachment over a much extended energy range up to ∼1000 eV. Here, the cross sections σ 2 , σ 3 and σ 4 have been multiplied by the specified factors to scale them to the cross-section axis of the figure. For m ≥ 3, the cross sections σ m decrease roughly Fig. 2 . Each resonance is characterized by its resonance energy Eres, its natural width Γ, its asymmetry parameter q (q = ∞ corresponds to a Lorentzian line shape), and its strength S. All resonances were convolved with a Gaussian with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.436 (19) eV. The resonances appear on top of a smooth cross section (dashed line in Fig. 2 ) that was fitted as 0.03119 (26) by a factor of 10 when m is increased by 1. At photon energies larger than 400 eV, σ 3 , and σ 4 show identical shapes, but differ by a factor of 10. At these energies, σ 2 has roughly the same magnitude as σ 3 , but decreases slightly more steeply with increasing energy. Figure 3 also displays the cross section σ 5 for fivefold detachment which exhibits a significantly different behavior than σ 2 , σ 3 , and σ 4 . In particular, an additional threshold at ∼670 eV arises, beyond which σ 5 reaches a maximum value of ∼4 kb at about 860 eV. The measurement of such a small cross section was only possible because of the high photon flux at the beamline, the excellent mass-separation capability of the PIPE setup, and the extremely low dark-count rate of the product-ion detector. At the cross section maximum, the count rate was only ∼1 Hz. Accordingly, the statistical uncertainties of the measured data points are rather high. Nevertheless, they allow for an identification of different contributions to σ 5 .
The full line in Fig. 3 is a model cross section that accounts for 1s (single) detachment as well as for 1s+2s and 1s + 1s double-detachment processes. Within the experimental uncertainties, this model cross section describes the behavior of σ 5 surprisingly well. In the model, the theoretical 1s ionization cross section (dash-dotted line) for neutral carbon from Verner et al. [22] has been used for the single-detachment contribution with a scaling factor of 0.00034 (7) such that the theoretical cross section matches σ 5 at energies below 340 eV. The cross sections for 1s + 2s and 1s + 1s double detachment were obtained from a scaling formula for multiple photoionization cross sections proposed by Pattard [23] which has recently been shown to be capable of describing double detachment of F − ions [9] . The scaling formula is based on Wannier theory [24] and requires a threshold energy and a Wannier exponent as input parameters as well as the position and the cross-section value of the cross-section maximum. In Fig. 3 , threshold energies for 1s + 2s and 1s + 1s double detachment of 336(4) and 668(4) eV, respectively, were determined by a fit (full line) of the model cross section to σ 5 . According to the fit, the corresponding crosssection maxima occur at photon energies of 524(10) and 891 (12) eV and amount to 1.75(4) and 3.00(9) kb. In the fit, a Wannier exponent of 1.1269 was applied in both cases. This value corresponds to a charge of +1 of the doubly detached intermediate C + ion [24] .
The model threshold energies for 1s + 2s and 1s + 1s double detachment are slightly higher than the calculated threshold energies from Table I for these processes. We attribute this to the fact that the sudden change of the atomic potential following double detachment gives rise to a sizeable shake-up of L-shell electrons as has explicitly been shown, e.g., by Auger electron and photoelectron spectroscopy of double core-hole levels of rare-gas atoms [25] [26] [27] . The present structure calculations suggest that shake-up processes can shift the double-detachment thresholds of C − to higher energies by up to 20 eV. In principle, a 1s + 1s + 2s triple detachment might become possible at the calculated threshold energies in the range 699-714 eV (Table I) and might contribute to σ 5 . This then implies a slightly lower Wannier exponent of 1.0559 [24] in the Pattard scaling formula for multiple ionization [23] . Unfortunately, our experimental data for σ 5 with their limited statistical accuracy do not allow for a discrimination of such a small change of the Wannier exponent.
Independent of a more detailed assignment, the clear rise of the cross section σ 5 above 670 eV is an unambiguous signature for double K-hole production by the impact of a single energetic photon. The appearance of the double K-hole feature in σ 5 requires that the subsequent Auger processes lead to the emission of at least three further electrons. In principle, the emission of even four electrons is energetically possible leaving a C 5+ (1s) ion behind. However, a measurement of the cross section σ 6 for sixfold detachment has not been attempted. There is no evidence for a sizeable contribution of double K-hole production to any of the other experimental cross sections. In fact, σ 2 , σ 3 , and σ 4 follow roughly the cross-section dependence of direct 1s + 2s double detachment also beyond the threshold for double K-hole creation. The slightly steeper decrease of σ 2 is easily explained by the fact that this cross section is dominated by detachment via the creation of a single K-hole and that the cross section for single detachment decreases faster with increasing photon energy than the cross section for double detachment.
In summary, our present experimental results on multiple detachment of carbon anions go much beyond what has been experimentally possible before. They thus provide an unprecedentedly detailed view on the complex dynamics in a highly correlated atomic system that sets in upon the creation of one or two K-shell holes. Our accompanying theoretical calculations allow for the identification of part of the observed thresholds and resonances. A more detailed assignment of all measured cross-section features and a quantitative treatment of the de-excitation cascades require a much larger theoretical effort including the further development of the presently available computational tools.
Our quantitative experimental results on 1s + 1s double detachment complement previous works on double core-hole levels in atoms [26] [27] [28] [29] . They are also important for assessing the intensity-induced x-ray transparency of gaseous matter as observed in experiments with free-electron lasers [30] and the double core-hole creation in carbon-containing molecules [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Moreover, the newly discovered absorption thresholds and resonances can potentially be useful for identifying C − by x-ray absorption spectroscopy in the interstellar medium where, so far, only anions of carbon compounds have been detected [36] .
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